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Professional Beta 2

Well, I did it. I obtained a copy of Beta 2 of Whistler,
Microsoft’s next generation of the Windows operating

system. Windows XP bridges the gap between the home version of
Windows (Windows ME) and the corporate desktop (Windows
2000) by bringing the desktop operating system under the same
product name, but splitting it into two different flavors: Windows
XP Professional and Windows XP Home Edition. The biggest news
is that instead of having one operating system based on the ME
kernel and one based on the 2000 kernel, both flavors will be based
on the 2000 kernel, bringing the stability and robustness of the
2000 platform to the home user arena. I previewed the Windows
XP Professional version of the beta. Beta 2 of Windows XP Home
Edition was released the last week in March.

INSTALLING WHISTLER

Installing Whistler was a pleasure, as it was relatively quick
and painless. However, one of the first things I noticed with this
version was that there was no way to create set up floppies. I
don’t know whether this is just because it is beta code, or if this
is a fundamental change in Microsoft’s installation methods. The
readme.txt did not provide any information on making set up
floppies; it only mentioned the following necessary criteria: You
need to have a bootable CD, an operating system installed on the
current hard disk, or a DOS disk containing CD drivers. I booted
to the CD, and the familiar Windows NT/2000 installation script
started running. Similar to Windows 2000, the first blue screen
tells you to press F6 to add a RAID array driver or special disk
controller driver. With NT 4 you had to guess how to accomplish
this task.

Another welcome addition is the quick format option for
formatting new hard disk partitions. When you install server
edition products, and you have fast RAID controllers, the format
speed is instantaneous. However, with the desktop products and
60GB hard disks, formatting the partition was a “start and go
have lunch” proposition. Formatting isn’t the arduous task it
used to be.

The installation script is the same as Windows 2000; only minimal
user intervention is required to enter name and networking parameters.
I did, however, find a little bug here; I installed Whistler as part of
a workgroup that had about 10 other Windows 2000 workstations
in it. When I brought the machine up, the Windows 2000 workstations
lost their ability to browse each other; they could only browse the

Whistler machine. Once I downed the Whistler machine, the
workstations’ browsing ability returned to normal.

RUNNING WHISTLER FOR THE FIRST TIME

When you run Whistler for the first time, a wizard with Merlin
as your guide comes up. It will ask you some basic questions about
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setting up the machine, connecting to the Internet, and creating user
accounts on the workstation. I didn’t like having to go through this
wizard, but unfortunately there is no way around it.

Once you answer the questions, Merlin goes away, and the desktop
shown in Figure 1 will be displayed. The tie-die background is a
nice touch; however, it is easy to change.

NAVIGATING THROUGH WHISTLER

The first big change you will notice is the Start menu. There
are no more cascading menus. You click on Start, and then sin-
gle click on all of the links on the menu. The Start menu shown

in Figure 2 now only takes up a quarter of the screen when you
activate it.

One frustrating situation occurred when I was looking for the
Device Manager. Not only was it not where it used to be, but
navigating the windows was frustrating as well. First, I looked in
the Control Panel, but the Device Manager wasn’t there. I had to go
into My Computer> System Properties > Device Manager to get to
it. When I was in Control Panel, and went deeper into the menus, I
tried using the Explorer type back button to get back to the main
control panel. It would only let me go back so far, but never to the
original Control Panel. See Figure 3.

Another improvement is the user creation wizard, shown in
Figure 4, which I found to be more intuitive than in Windows 2000
for creating user accounts and assigning file rights.

Another item worthy of mention was the set up for the remote
desktop. In the system properties dialogue box, I was able to set up
remote access pretty seamlessly. See Figure 5. From an enterprise
perspective, this will probably be one of the only business reasons
to justify migrating to Windows XP. From the beta versions and the
marketing information I see this being a great consumer product,
but not having any real business benefits to justify the expense of
an upgrade.

FIGURE 3: THE DEVICE MANAGER FIGURE 4: CREATE USER ACCOUNTS 
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The next item that caught my eye was
the “Run In Compatibility Mode Icon,”
which allows you to run applications
while emulating an older operating sys-
tem. For instance, if I have an application
that I know only works with NT 4, I can
run this executable, point to my NT 4
application, and run the application as if
it was an NT 4 workstation.

Once it is time to shut off the PC you will
notice that the interface that does this is
vastly improved, as it is now simpler and
less clumsy to use. The log off function is
separate from the shut down function. See
Figure 6.

SUMMARY

Although there are some improvements
to the operating system, I don’t see enter-

prises flocking to deploy this. There are
very few business reasons to support the
expense of an upgrade. Like Windows
2000, I think Whistler will become part of
the enterprise environment through new PC
replacements. Having said that, I think the
consumer edition will be a huge improve-
ment. It will provide the home user with
many of the Windows 2000 advantages
without a lot of complications.
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